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Chapter I. General Provisions

Article 1. This regulation establishes the manner and criteria for granting scholarships to students of George Emil Palade University of Medicine, Pharmacy, Science, and Technology of Târgu Mureș.

Article 2.

(1) In accordance with the Ministry of Education Order no. 6463/2023 scholarships are granted to students in state full-time higher education - according to the study results obtained and the financial status of the student's family.

(2) Thus, scholarships granted to G.E. Palade UMFST of Târgu Mureș students are:

I. Olympic I/International excellence scholarships.
II. Achievement scholarships:
   1. scientific performance scholarships
   2. didactic excellence scholarships
   3. didactic achievement scholarships
   4. merit scholarships
III. study scholarships;
IV. didactic master’s degree scholarships;
V. dual education scholarships.
VI. social scholarships;
VII. special scholarships;
VIII. sports achievements scholarships.

(3) The state and other stakeholders can financially support students' performance activities, at national and international level.

(4) Economic operators, non-governmental organizations or individuals/legal entities may offer scholarships, on a contractual basis, or other forms of support to students, according to the legal provisions in force.

(5) G.E. Palade UMFST of Târgu Mureș may grant study grants, scholarships and other forms of support to students through institutional projects, non-reimbursable funds or from other legally constituted sources, in accordance with its own methodologies. G.E. Palade UMFST of Târgu Mureș can grant study grants and scholarships to Romanians everywhere and to foreign citizens, according to its own methodologies. The amount of the scholarship is established by decision of the Senate of G.E. Palade UMFST of Târgu Mureș, at the proposal of the Administrative Board.

(6) Students can also benefit from other scholarships, financed from the own revenues of G.E. Palade UMFST of Târgu Mureș and from other legally constituted forms.

(7) Romanian and foreign students can benefit from scholarships, mobilities and other rights, financed from non-reimbursable external financing contracts, won by G.E. Palade UMFST of Târgu Mureș in national and international competitions, in the amount provided by these contracts.
Article 3.

(1) The funds for granting scholarships from the state budget are distributed to the university by the Ministry of Education.

(2) At least 30% of the total amount of the scholarship funds distributed to G.E. Palade UMFST of Târgu Mureș is allocated for the category of social scholarships.

(3) If the fund for social scholarships grants is not fully used, it shall be redistributed for granting the performance scholarships.

(4) The amounts remained from the student transport facilities, subsidies for dormitories-canteens and amounts for student scholarships not collected in time, may be used in next years for granting scholarships for students, as well as for other expenses for investment in the infrastructure of dormitories, canteens and for supporting the activities of career counseling and guidance centers.

(5) The University may complete the scholarship fund received from the state budget, for each category of scholarships, with funds from its own revenues.

Article 4. Categories which are not to be considered as criteria for granting any type of scholarships from state budget funds: age, sex, religion, race, nationality, citizenship, sexual orientation, political affiliation of the candidate or his/her family, membership in legally constituted organisations or with activity in accordance with the European legislation in force, number of years spent in other educational institutions, studies abroad, funding type and access to scholarships from other sources.

Article 5. The amount of scholarships, regardless of their type, is established by decision of the university senate, at the proposal of the Administrative Board, within the limits of available funds and depending on the needs identified in the student community, in compliance with the provisions of art. 149 para. (26) of the Higher Education Act nr. 199/2023, as amended.

Article 6.

(1) Scholarships, regardless of their category, are granted throughout the academic year (12 months), except for occasional social scholarships. The granting of scholarships shall stop on the date of loss of student status or the failure to meet the criteria for promotion, as the case may be, in accordance with this Regulation.

(2) Students enrolled in the last year of study of bachelor's or master's degree cycles, who benefit any type of scholarship in the last semester of study of that cycle, are granted for the same type of scholarship / scholarships until taking the graduation exam in the first session of the current academic year.

(3) By exception from the provisions of para. (2), students enrolled in the last year of study may benefit from any type of scholarship until the end of the current academic year, in fully justified situations.

(4) Students transferred from other state higher education institutions, other faculties or other study programmes, enrolled in full-time type education, may benefit of scholarships starting with the academic year following the transfer, condition is to met the criteria for granting a scholarship.

(5) Students who requested the interruption of studies shall benefit from the scholarship starting from the academic year following the return after the interruption, condition is to met the criteria for granting a scholarship.

Article 7.

1) The amount for performance scholarships is higher than the merit scholarship. The amount of merit scholarship is higher than the amount of the social scholarships.
2) The minimum amount of the Olympic I / International excellence scholarship is established by order of the Minister of Education.

3) The amount of scholarships for performance is higher than the amount of social scholarships.

4) The amount of scholarship granted from the state budget to students enrolled in bachelor's degree programmes with double specialisation is equal to the net salary of a junior teacher, in payment on October 1, of each year.

5) The amount of the didactic master's scholarship is equal to the net salary of a junior teacher, payable on October 1, of each year.

The amount of performance scholarships, sports achievements scholarships, special scholarships and scholarships for dual education is approved by decision of the University Senate, at the proposal of the Administrative Board, following consultation with student representatives, including representative student organisations from G.E. Palade UMFST of Tg.Mures.

Article 8.

Within the university, with the approval of the Administrative Board, a University Scholarship Awarding Board is established, composed of 5 members of which 2 students, the Chief Secretary of the university and coordinated by a Vice-rector, Board of Appeals at the university level composed of 5 members with a different composition than the University Scholarship Awarding Board, coordinated by another vice-rector. Within each faculty, a Faculty Scholarship Awarding Board is established, composed 5 members, the Chief Secretary of the Faculty and 2 students, coordinated by a Vice-dean. Also, with the approval of the Administrative Board the University Medical Board composed of 5 members, the Economic-Financial Board composed of 3 members, the Cultural-Artistic and Extracurricular Activities composed of 3 members and the Athletic Merit Board with 3 members is established.

Chapter II. Criteria for granting scholarships

Article 9. The categories of scholarships granted by UMFST G.E. Palade Tg. Mureș and the specific criteria for award them are set by this Regulation.

I. Olympic I / International Excellence Scholarships:

Olympic I/ international excellence scholarships are granted for students of UMFST G.E. Palade Tg. Mureș enrolled in the first year of study, students who obtained the 1st, 2nd or 3rd prize in international school Olympiads, recognised by the Ministry of Education. The Olympic I/ International excellence scholarships will maintain throughout the bachelor degree studies, if the academic performance is maintained, as established in the own methodologies of UMFST G.E. Palade Tg. Mureș. The minimum amount of the Olympic I/ International excellence scholarship is established by order of the Minister of Education.

II. Performance Scholarships:

Performance scholarships are granted to students who have a very good professional activity and they recorded meritorious achievements in scientific research activity. These are:

1. **scientific performance scholarships** will be granted through Junior Research Academy.

2. **didactic excellence scholarships** - will be granted to students who have finished two consecutive years with the average of final grade is 10.00;

3. **didactic achievement scholarships** - it is awarded to students ranked first in the year/series, when their average is at least 9.75, calculated after the summer exam session;

4. **merit scholarships**: 

i. are allocated according to study programmes, study years and teaching lines, directly proportional to the total number of students;

ii. may be granted to students in the first year, according to the average obtained at the admission exam, by study programmes, in proportion to the number of students at each study programme, at the proposal of the Scholarship Board of each faculty and with the approval of the Scholarship Board of the university;

iii. will be granted to students from years II-VI which at the end of the summer session of examination has the weighted average over 8.00; if two students with the same weighted average apply for a scholarship, the following selection criteria are taken into account:
   a. selection criteria I - arithmetic average;
   b. the selection criteria II - if the arithmetic averages are equal - the marks obtained in the subjects with the most credits from the last academic year are taken into account. If there are several subjects with the same maximum number of credits, the arithmetic average is calculated of the marks from the subjects with the same number of credits.
   c. the selection criteria III - if the marks or the average of the examinations for the subjects with the most credits are equal, the process from the of selection criteria II is continued in descending order of the number of credits.

iv. scholarships not allocated to students at the end of the summer session of examination may be granted to students who have passed all the examinations in the subjects of the curriculum of the academic year (compulsory and elective subjects), with a weighted average of over 9.00 and no more than one failed examination at the end of the summer session; if two students with the same weighted average apply for a scholarship, the arithmetic mean is taken into account; if the arithmetic averages are equal, the following selection criteria are taken into account:
   a. selection criteria I - arithmetic average;
   b. the selection criteria II - if the arithmetic averages are equal - the marks obtained in the subjects with the most credits from the last academic year are taken into account. If there are several subjects with the same maximum number of credits, the arithmetic average is of the marks from the subjects with the same number of credits.
   c. the selection criteria III - if the marks or the average of the examinations for the subjects with the most credits are equal, the process from the of selection criteria II is continued in descending order of the number of credits.

v. the unallocated scholarships for students who have passed all the examinations and students with the average over 9.00 at the end of the summer session, may be awarded to students who have passed all the exams at the subjects of the curriculum of that academic year with a weighted average over 9.50 with two failed examinations at the end of the session summer; if two students with the same weighted average apply for a scholarship, the following selection criteria are taken into account:
   a. selection criteria I - arithmetic average;
   b. the selection criteria II - if the arithmetic averages are equal - the marks obtained in the subjects with the most credits from the last academic year are taken into account. If there are several subjects with the same maximum number of credits, the arithmetic average is made of the marks from the subjects with the same number of credits.
   c. the selection criteria III - if the marks or the average of the examinations for the subjects with the most credits are equal, the process from the of selection criteria II is continued in descending order of the number of credits.

vi. after the scholarships are granted, according to the criteria in the Regulation and the above-mentioned provisions, if there are undistributed scholarships from full-time students or students with one or two backlogs at the end of
the summer session undistributed, these are redistributed according to the same principles, to students in the years/ study lines with eligible students, within each faculty, study programme, the ratio being related to the number of eligible ones.

III. Study scholarships:

(1) The study scholarships are granted to students attending the courses of the didactic bachelor degree programmes with double specialisation in G.E. Palade UMFST of Tg. Mureș.

(2) The study scholarships are granted within the budget allocated for this purpose and in accordance with the own methodology of the G.E. Palade UMFST of Tg. Mureș.

(3) The amount of study scholarship granted from the state budget to students enrolled in bachelor's degree programmes with double specialisation is equal to the net salary of a junior teacher, in payment on October 1, of each year.

IV. Didactic master's degree scholarships:

(1) Didactic master degree scholarships are granted to students attending didactic master degree courses in G.E. Palade UMFST of Tg. Mureș.

(2) The amount of the didactic master degree scholarships is equal to the net salary of a junior teacher, payable on October 1, of each year.

V. Dual education scholarships:

(1) Scholarships for dual education are granted to students enrolled in a study programmes within dual education, organised by G.E. Palade UMFST of Tg. Mureș., who meet the conditions established by the own methodologies of G.E. Palade UMFST of Tg. Mureș.

(2) Economic operators and/ or local authorities may grant scholarships at least at the level of those granted from public funds for higher education, as well as from other funds, for quality learning.

VI. Social scholarships:

(1) Social scholarships have the role to ensure minimum subsistence conditions, facilitating access and retaining, in the education system of G.E. Palade UMFST of Tg. Mureș, students from disadvantaged social-economical environments, disadvantaged families and placement centres, in order to complete the study programmes where they are enrolled in.

(2) Social scholarships are granted from funds from the public budget, based on request, depending of the student's family the social-economical situation, the general criteria established at national level and the specific criteria developed according to the own methodology of G.E. Palade UMFST of Tg. Mureș.

(3) The minimum amount of the social scholarship is proposed annually, until September 1, by the National Commission for Financing Higher Education (CNFIS), and is adopted by order of the Minister of Education and it must cover the minimum expenses for meals and accommodation.

(4) The amount of social scholarships is established by decision of the University Senate, at the proposal of the Administrative Board, within the limits of available funds and depending on the needs identified at the level of the student community, in compliance with the provisions of art. 149 para. (26) of the Law on Higher Education nr. 199/2023, with subsequent amendments.
Social assistance scholarships

- are granted upon request (see Annex 01 and Annex 03) to students with poor financial/personal situation;
- permanent social assistance or occasional social assistance scholarships.

(5) The social scholarships are granted, based on the provisions of the own methodology established by the university Senate, upon the proposal of the administration board as a result of consultation with the student representatives, including the student organizations in the university.

(6) For granting social scholarships, the internal methodologies of UMFST G.E. Palade Tg. Mureş do not provide other academic criteria except that of promotability.

(7) The social scholarships are cumulated with other types of scholarships established by the specific legislation, if the student meets the specific criteria established in the internal methodologies of UMFST G.E. Palade Tg. Mureş for both scholarship categories.

(8) Social scholarships are granted during the legal duration of the study programme, until the age of 35.

(9) The beneficiaries of social scholarships:

a. students orphaned by one or both parents, students from single-parent families or students from placement-centres and who not earn income above the threshold for granting the social scholarship;
   Students in this category have priority in the granting of social scholarship.

b. students with tuberculosis, recorded in the medical units, during the tuberculostatic treatment, insulin-requiring diabetes, malignant diseases, severe malabsorption syndromes, chronic kidney disease on dialysis, moderate or severe persistent bronchial asthma, grand mal epilepsy, congenital heart diseases, chronic hepatitis with advanced fibrosis (stage F3 or F4), glaucoma, severe myopia, severe forms of autoimmune immunological diseases, rare diseases, autism spectrum disorders, severe haematological diseases requiring continuous treatment or frequent hospitalisations, bilateral deafness, cystic fibrosis, those infected with the HIV virus or sick with AIDS, those with locomotor disabilities and classified as disabled, without taking into account the level of income average per family member;

c. students whose family did not, in the 12 months before the start of the semester/ academic year, have an net monthly income average per family member higher than the minimum net basic salary of the economy.

(10) The phrase "single-parent family" means the family formed by the single person and the child/ children who live together, aged up to 18 years or up to 26 years for those who follow a form of education – full-time courses, organised according to the law.

(11) By "single person from a single-parent family" is meant a person who is in one of the following situations:

a. unmarried;

b. widowed;

c. divorced;

d. whose spouse is declared missing/ disappeared by court decision;
e. whose spouse is in one of the situations provided for in art. 178 lit. c) or d) from Law no. 287/2009 regarding the Civil Code, republished, with subsequent amendments and additions;

f. whose husband/wife is under preventive arrest for a period longer than 30 days or is serving a custodial sentence and does not participate in the maintenance of the children;

g. has been appointed guardian or has been entrusted or placed in foster care with one or more children and is in one of the situations provided in letter a) - e).

(12) The term "family" also includes the person/persons who take(s) care of the child during the absence of the parents or guardian, according to Law no. 272/2004 art. 104 on the protection and promotion of children's rights, republished, with subsequent amendments and additions, and who lives/take care together of the children.

(13) If the fund for granting social scholarships is not used entirely, it is redistributed for granting performance scholarships.

(14) The net monthly income average of the student's family is determined until the student reaches the age of 26. When the average of monthly net income per family member is determined, all permanent net incomes of family members, subject of income tax, are taken into account. Net income is mean the total of the sums received/gained by the single person, respective by each member of the family, representing the value obtained after applying the tax rate on the taxable income established according to Law no. 227/2015 on the Fiscal Code, with subsequent amendments and additions.

(15) For students between the ages of 26 and 35, the net monthly income average will be calculated taking into account only their personal income and that of the people they take care of, such as children, spouse, etc., in accordance with the legal provisions in force.

(16) In the situation where the staff of the education institution has suspicions regarding the fulfilment of the conditions for granting the social scholarship, the rector reports the situation to the local public authorities, in order to carry out a social investigation. The staff of the educational institution does not carry out social surveys in order to award social grants.

(17) As the case may be, the social scholarship can be granted or withdrawn, as a result of a request to this effect from the public social assistance services and based on a social investigation report.

(18) Occasional social aid:

a) Students may benefit occasionally, on request, on the basis of supporting documents, from occasional social assistance aids, regardless if the student benefits from another scholarship category:

i. the occasional social assistance aid for clothing and footwear, which can be awarded to students with one or both deceased parents, students from single-parent families, students from placement centres, and socio-economically disadvantaged students whose family hasn’t in the 12 months preceding the application for this type of aid, an monthly net income average per family member greater than 50% of the net national minimum income. This category of aid may be awarded to the same student twice during an academic year;

ii. the occasional maternity social allowance granted to a female student or a student whose spouse does not earn any income or earns under net national minimum income and consists of a birth grant and a grant and a scholarship for the procurement of the new-born baby's clothing, which is granted only once during the academic year for each born child;
iii. the occasional social assistance aid in case of death may be granted for the death of a member of the student’s family. The family member is: the parent (mother, father), husband, wife, child. In the case of the death of the unmarried student, married to a non-earning spouse, the aid is granted to first-degree relatives/legal successors only once during the academic year.

b) G.E. Palade UMFST Tg. Mureș may grant other financial incentives to students at risk, in accordance with own methodologies.

c) The amount of these scholarships is established by the G.E. Palade UMFST senate at the proposal of the administrative board, but it must be at least equal to the monthly amount of the social grant.

VII. Special scholarships;

(1) Special scholarships can be awarded to students at least one of the following cases, with the simultaneous observance of the criterion regarding promotability:

a. they obtained special cultural-artistic achievements or for involvement in extracurricular and volunteer activities;
b. other situations established by UMFST G.E. Palade Tg. Mureș

(2) G.E. Palade UMFST Tg. Mureș will establish, through its own methodologies, minimal criteria for the scholarships provided for in paragraph (1).

(3) Depending on the nature and duration of the performance, special scholarships may be granted for entire academic year or occasionally. If the candidates choose the first option, the documentation must be submitted during the competition for social grants. Special scholarships for a full year can be awarded in the case of proved continuous extracurricular activity, validated by the university's Administrative Board.

(4) The minimum criteria for granting special scholarships are established by the following activities or performances, demonstrated at least once during the academic year:

a. carrying out extracurricular cultural-educational activities in the University Orchestra;
b. conducting extracurricular activities with literary character at institutional events;
c. carrying out another remarkable cultural-artistic activity, at regional, national or international shows;
d. regular participation in the activities of the University Caravan, in order to present and popularize the institution and the study programs;
e. main organizers of the annual conferences of the representative student organizations.

VIII. Scholarships for sport performance may be granted:

(1) Bachelor degree students, with outstanding results in sports, can obtain sport merit scholarships based on competition. The amount of scholarships for sports performance is approved by the University Senate;

(2) Students applying for sports merit scholarships will complete an individual application, addressed to the Faculty Scholarship Board, at the beginning of the academic year. The Board will establish the deadline for submitting the applications;

(3) Students applying for the sports merit scholarship will be supported by documents justifying their personal performance. Sports performances must have been achieved in the last five years from the date of submission of the application;

(4) The student applying for the sports merit scholarship must accumulate 60 credits (ECTS) in the previous academic year (with the exception of those from the first year);

(5) The criteria of which the hierarchy of candidates for sports merit scholarships is established are based on the grid in Annex 02 of this Regulation. The criteria are as follows:
- qualifying for the Olympic Games;
- the rank I-VIII in official world competitions;
- the rank I-VI in official European competitions;
- obtaining a title of national champion in official senior competitions;
- obtaining at least two national junior champion titles;
- obtaining at least two II-III places, in senior national championships, under national specialised sports federations;
- national-team component (holder in representative teams), by age category;
- component of a national centre of sports excellence, subordinated to the Ministry of Education;
- member of a divisional team of seniors from the first national echelon.

**Will be submitted the supporting documents regarding the sport performances which meet the mentioned criteria.**

**Article 10.**

(1) According to art. 69 para. (4) from Law no. 207/2015 regarding Fiscal Code, with subsequent amendments and additions, the verification of the incomes declared by the applicants is done by the representatives of the G.E. Palade UMFST Tg. Mureș, with the help of the PatrimVen platform or by requesting the central fiscal body, in whose territory the beneficiaries are located, a document attesting of incomes declared by them.

(2) In order to be awarded the social scholarships, students must submit the following supporting documents on the basis of which they are placed in one of the types of scholarships offered:

a. the application, accompanied by a self-declaration regarding the net income, of a permanent nature, obtained in the last 12 months prior to the application, made by family members, subject to income tax, and the agreement regarding the processing of personal data to verify compliance with the criteria awarding the scholarship;

b. for situations where are reasonable suspicions, the application evaluation board for granting of the social scholarship may request the student to present the social investigation report, made in compliance with the legal provisions, from which the exact situation of his family emerges. The social investigation is mandatory if no one in the student's family, including him, has any income or at least one of the student's parents works or resides abroad;

c. copies of the death certificate/certificates of the parent(s), civil status documents/court decision to maintain the state of arrest/social investigation report in the case of the missing parents, if applicable;

d. certificate from a specialized doctor, other than the family physician, in which the evolution and clinical picture of the medical problem suffered by the student is detailed and which fall under the provisions of art. 09 pct.VI para. (9) lit. b) of the present regulation.

(3) To verify compliance with the criteria for granting the scholarship, as specified in para. (2), the signed consent of the student and family members, as the case may be, regarding the processing of personal data is required to verify compliance with the criteria for granting the scholarship.

**Article 11.**

(1) Students can benefit from any type of scholarship for a single short-term university study program, a single undergraduate study program, for a single master's study program, with the exception of scholarships for university study internships and postgraduate programmes provided for in art. 18 of Order No. 6463/ of October 2, 2023

(2) Graduates of a bachelor's degree program or students enrolled in a bachelor's degree program, who also have the status of students enrolled in a double major didactic bachelor's degree program, can benefit for a scholarship.
(3) Graduates of a university master study program or students enrolled in a master study program, who also have the status of students enrolled in a didactic master university study program, can benefit from a scholarship for a didactic master degree.

(4) A student cannot receive two types of scholarships in the same time, from the same category, provided for in art. 2 para. (2) from Order No. 6463/ of October 2, 2023, but has the right to opt for the one with a higher value or which is granted for a longer period.

**Article 12.** If there are any doubts about the medical file submitted by the candidate, the university Medical Board may request from the candidate a specialised medical re-examination in the university centre.

**Article 13.** The documents required to obtain the social scholarship in each category are specified in Annex 03.

**Chapter III. Final provisions**

**Article 14.**

(1) Information on how to access and grant scholarships shall be published on the website and at the headquarters of the university at the beginning of the academic year.

(2) Notices for the submission of applications and supporting documents in order to obtain scholarships are published on the website and on the university/faculty board at least 15 working days before the deadline for their submission.

(3) The scholarship boards established within the university / each faculty shall analyse the submitted applications as well as the statistical statements drawn up at the deans’ offices and shall approve the nominal lists of the students receiving scholarships.

(4) Upon publication of the results, students may appeal within 2 working days at the University Registry. Appeals will be settled by the Appeal Commission within a maximum of 7 days. The results as well as the final lists with the students receiving scholarships shall be published on the university website, after which these data are also sent to the Social, Canteen and Accommodation Service.

**Article 15.** If there are suspicions of falsification of the documents submitted for obtaining social aid, the university shall notify the competent investigation bodies and the student shall be sanctioned, depending on the act gravity.

The Senate of the George Emil Palade University of Medicine, Pharmacy, Science, and Technology of Târgu Mureș approved this regulation on April 19, 2024 and it comes into force on April 22, 2024.

**Annexes**

Annex 01 - Standard application form UMFST-REG-47-F02-Ed.13
Annex 02 - Scoring grid for ranking of Sports Performance Scholarships
Annex 03 – Documents required to obtain the social assistance scholarship
## Social Scholarship Application

**Name, First Name:** Student (with father’s first name initial)  
**Personal Identification Number:**  
**Registration Number:**  
**Telephone:**  

**Names and Surnames** of family members (according to Order No. 6463/2023 of October 2, 2023):

**Scholarship Type:**
- A. **Scholarship** – Reduced Income  
- B. **Scholarship** – Chronic Disease  
- C. **Scholarship** – Orphaned by One or Two Parents  

Note: Students applying for category A or C scholarships will still complete the Income Statement.

**Statement of Income** regarding the net income, of a permanent nature, obtained in the last 12 months prior to the application, made by family members, subject to income tax:

### I. Obtained Income

1. **Salary and Assimilated Income**  
2. **Indexed Pensions**  
3. **State Allowances for Children**  
4. **Placement Allowances**  
5. **Other Aid Received from the State**  
6. **Income from Rented Properties**  
7. **Income from Association in Private Capital Companies** *(including dividends)*  
8. **Income from Agriculture**  
9. **Other Income Achieved by the Family**  

Additional allowances are not included for families with several children.

### II. Total Income

\[(1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9)\]

### III. Number of People in Care

- **Pupils**  
- **Students**  
- **Pre-School Children**  

### IV. Net Income / Family Member

\[\text{Ron/month}\]

To justify the declared I am attaching certificates or copies

I declare on my own responsibility that the above data are true, knowing the fact that a non-declaration of income or a false declaration thereof causes the loss of student qualification, the restitution of the scholarship and the suffering of the legal consequences (According to the provisions of art. 326 and art. 327 of the new Penal Code regarding the crime of forgery in documents under private signature and the crime of using forgery).

**Date**  
**Signature**
Annex 2 Scoring grid for ranking of Sports Performance Scholarships

Scoring grid for ranking of Sports Performance Scholarships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Ranking on places I-VIII at Olympic Games</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Qualification for the Olympic Games and placing on places IX-........</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Ranking on I-III places at the University World Championships (Final Tournament)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Title of Master of Sports or Emeritus Master of Sports</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Title of Master of Sports or Emeritus Master of Sports - non-Olympic sports</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Ranking on places I-VIII at the World Championships (Final Tournament)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Ranking on I-VIII places at the World Championships, European Championships (Final Tournament) - non-Olympic sports</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Ranking on I-V places at European Championships (Final Tournament)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Component of the National Senior Group of Romania</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Component of the National Youth/Junior Group (I, II, III) of Romania</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>National Champion (Places I, II, III) for seniors, juniors and youth</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Component of the National Group of Seniors/Youths/Juniors I, II, III of Romania – non-Olympic sports</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>National Champion (youth/junior I, II, III)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>National Champion (seniors) - Gold medal - non-Olympic sports</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>National Champion (seniors) – Silver medal – non-Olympic sports</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>National Champion (seniors) - Bronze medal - non-Olympic sports</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>National Champion (youth/junior I, II, III) - Gold and silver medal - non-Olympic sports</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>National Champion (youth/junior I, II, III) - Bronze medal - non-Olympic sports</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Silver/bronze medal (senior/youth/junior I,II,III) – non-Olympic sports</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summer Olympic sports
- Athletics
- Badminton
- Basketball
- Baseball/Softball
- Boxing
- Kayak-Canoe
- Rowing
- Horseback riding
- Cycling
- Climbing
- Soccer
- Gymnastics
- Weightlifting
- Handball
- Field Hockey
- Synchronised Swimming
- Judo
- Karate
- Wrestling
- Swimming
- Sailing
- Modern Pentathlon
- Water Polo
- Sevens Rugby
- Diving
- Fencing
- Skateboarding
- Surfing
- Archery
- Shooting
- Table Tennis
- Taekwondo
- Tennis
- Triathlon
- Volleyball

Winter Olympic sports
- Biathlon
- Bobsled
- Nordic Combined
- Curling
- Ice Hockey
- Luge
- Figure Skating
- Speed Skating
- Short Track Speed Skating
- Ski Jumping
- Skeleton
- Acrobatic Skiing
- Alpine Skiing
- Cross Country Skiing
- Snowboarding

Link- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olympic_sports
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED TO OBTAIN THE SOCIAL ASSISTANCE SCHOLARSHIP

The documentation required to obtain a social scholarship differs depending on the student's situation.

A. In order to obtain a social scholarship, students orphaned by one or both parents will apply the following documents:

1. application for granting the social scholarship (Annex 01);
2. copy of the identity card;
3. copies of the death certificate(s) of the parent(s), or civil status documents
4. self-declaration regarding the permanent net income, obtained in the last 12 months prior to the request, made by the family members, subject of the income tax; supporting documents regarding own / other family members income, as the case may be:
   a) coupons or the certificate from the Pension House regarding the amount of the survivor's pension for the months that are taken into account;
   b) unemployment certificate;
   c) certificate of net income;
   d) supporting documents from the Financial Administration regarding the net income obtained from authorised activities;
   e) supporting documents from the City Hall of showing the residence, income from agricultural activities.
5. social survey – if the income is zero.
6. the signed agreement of the student and family members, as the case may be, regarding the process of personal data to verify compliance with the scholarship award criteria.

B. In order to obtain a social scholarship, students coming from residential services (fostering centers) or family placement will submit the following documents:

1. application for granting the social scholarship (Annex 01);
2. copy of the identity card;
3. supporting documents regarding the situation in which they are:
   a) certificate showing that the applicant is in foster care;
   b) copy of the court decision from which it follows that the applicant is in foster care.
4. supporting documents regarding the income of the students applying for the grant the social scholarship, as the case may be:
   a) coupons or certificate for the placement allowance;
   b) unemployment certificate;
   c) certificate of net income;
   d) supporting documents from the Financial Administration regarding the net income obtained from authorised activities.
   e) the holographic agreement of the student and family members, as the case may be, regarding the processing of personal data to verify compliance with the scholarship award criteria.

C. In order to obtain a social scholarship, students applying for scholarships for medical reasons will submit the following documents:

1. application for granting the social scholarship (Annex 01);
2. copy of the identity card;
3. certificate from a specialist doctor, other than the family doctor, in which the evolution and the clinical presentation of the medical problem suffered by the student and which fall under the provisions of art. 09 pct.VI para. (9), lit., of the Regulation on the granting of scholarships to students within UMFST G.E. Palade from Tg Mureş Regulation code: UMFST-REG-47 Edition 13. The medical certificate will be signed by the doctor assigned to the faculty.

4. the holographic consent of the student and family members, as the case may be, regarding the processing of personal data to verify compliance with the scholarship award criteria.

D. In order to obtain a social scholarship, students who come from families whose average net monthly income per family member is lower than the amount of the minimum net income for the economy will submit the following documents:

1. application for the granting of the social scholarship, which contains the statement of net income, of a permanent nature, obtained in the last 12 months prior to the application, made by family members, subject to income tax (Annex 01);
2. copy of the identity card;
3. copies of the identity cards of the parents;
4. copies of the birth certificates and identity cards/passports (if applicable) of the other family members, dependent on the parents;
5. pupil or student certificates for family members which is in some form of education;
6. self-responsible declaration of one of the adult family members, for adult family members without judgment or minor family dependants children, who do not follow any form of education and do not obtain their own income;
7. certificates regarding the amount of allowances received for minor children with medical problems;
8. supporting documents regarding the incomes of the students who apply for the grant of social scholarship and of the other family members, as the case may be:
   a) coupons or certificate from the Pension House regarding the pension amount (regardless of its nature) for the months under consideration;
   b) unemployment certificate;
   c) certificate of net income;
   d) supporting documents from the Financial Administration regarding the net income obtained from authorised activities;
   e) supporting documents from the City Hall of the place of residence showing the income from agricultural activities.
9. self-responsible declaration in which appears that he has no income, other than declared, by each major member of the family at the notary's office;
10. copy of the death certificate, if the student is an orphan of a parent, supplemented with a certificate/coupons regarding the amount of the survivor's pension for the student and his siblings;
11. copy of the court decision, if the parents are divorced, to be completed with a certificate/coupons regarding the amount of alimony, for the student and his siblings;
12. Social investigation if the student and his family members declare that they do not get income, respectively if the student's parents work abroad.
13. the signed agreement of the student and family members, as the case may be, regarding the processing of personal data to verify compliance with the scholarship award criteria.

E. For students aged between 26 and 35, the files for granting the social scholarship include the following documents:

1. application for the granting of the social scholarship, which contains the declaration on personal responsibility regarding the net income, of a permanent nature, obtained in the last 12 months prior to the application, made by the family members, subject to income tax; (Annex 01);
2. copy of the identity card;
3. supporting documents regarding the income of the students applying for the social grant, as the case may be:
a) coupons or certificate from the Pension House regarding the amount of the pension (regardless of its nature) for the months under consideration;

b) unemployment certificate;

c) certificate of net income;

d) supporting documents from the Financial Administration regarding the net income obtained from authorised activities;

e) supporting documents from the City Hall of the place of residence showing the income from agricultural activities.

4. self-responsible declaration given by the student in front of a notary, where it appears that he has no income other than those declared.

5. the signed consent of the student and family members, as the case may be, regarding the processing of personal data to verify compliance with the scholarship award criteria.

6. self-declaration regarding marital status.

F. For married students, the files for granting the social scholarship will include the following documents:

a) copy of the identity card for both spouses;

b) copy of the marriage certificate;

c) student certificate for the other spouse (if applicable);

d) copies of the children's birth certificates (if applicable);

e) certificate of net income, certificate of unemployment, vouchers or certificate from the Pension House regarding the amount of the survivor's pension, for the months under consideration, etc.;

f) supporting documents from the Fiscal Administration regarding the net income obtained from authorised activities;

g) supporting documents from the City Hall of the place of residence, from which the incomes obtained from agricultural activities result;

h) affidavit, given to a notary by the husband/wife, from which it appears that he has or no longer has income other than those declared, as the case may be;

i) student's affidavit, given in front of a notary, from which shows that he does not have or no longer has other incomes than those declared;

j) social investigation if both spouses declare that they do not obtain incomes.

k) the signed agreement of the student and family members, as the case may be, regarding the processing of personal data to verify compliance with the scholarship award criteria.

In the case of income obtained abroad, based on employment contracts, the conversion into lei is done at the BNR rate of the last day of the month for which the income is obtained.

If the documents submitted to the scholarship application are issued in another language, they must be translated by an authorised translator.

The average net income per family member is calculated as follows: sum up all the net incomes obtained by family members over the 12 months, divide with 12 (the number of months) and then by the number of family members, including dependents. For the minimum net income/family member, the documents for the last 12 months will be submitted.

NOTICE: On the salary certificate, specify "Net income" and whether or not the Employee benefits from meal vouchers, gifts, holidays, if so, their value has to be entered.